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Hey there my friends call me Big Bobby. I dream big. I like big burgers and I'm big on streaming.
And when it comes to catching those big moments of my favorite shows,
I unfold the big 7.6 inch screen of my new Samsung Galaxy Z Fold 5.
I love you James. I've always loved you.
And Big Bobby also gets big feelings. Good for you James. You deserve it.
Get your Galaxy Z Fold 5 now at the Samsung Experience Store at Americana at brand.
Hello, it's Laurent Rue who is on the big 7 show just finished on RTL.
But in exclusivity for you dear viewers, I suggest you listen to the debrief
animated by one of the big 7s of the day on the micro of Rachelle Asria. Let's go.
Hello Yannirio. Hello Rachelle. We meet again after a long period of summer.
I remember London thanks to this trip to London of the big 7. Extraordinary last June.
Exactly. It's going up a little bit again. You're happy to come back to the big 7.
What a joy. I had a little bit of stress this morning.
Because the big 7s are always important, like the return to school.
So it was great. And after two seconds of discussion, again, the joy is absolute.
And I would never thank Laurent because the adventure continues after four years now.
And frankly, I think I laughed for two hours and thirty. Fantastic.
Always a preparation at six o'clock in the morning.
Yes, I'm very early. I found the little newspaper market absolutely extraordinary.
At the end of the street. And I even subscribed to the world.
I re-subscribed to the world. No, I have the world directly on my laptop.
And then I found the pleasure of reading Liberation, reading the Cross,
reading the Figaro, reading the team and reading the Parisian.
And thanks to that, I answered two or three questions.
There was a paper on where there is a question about the Moscow of Venice,
which is the president. And that's thanks to the fact that I read the Figaro's paper
and I went all the way to the end. It was at the end of the last line.
Fortunately, when reading, you still get to answer at least one question.
Ion, did you listen to the best stuff on the antenna?
Or on the contrary, you also made a big break for two months.
You cut everything.
And I'm a psychopath, actually. So I love to even go and listen to
the old shows on YouTube, to go all the time on how to say,
I love the application, obviously. No, I'm a fanatic of the big ones.
And above all, I love driving, I love driving.
And so I listen a lot to the big ones.
And my incredible happiness is when I listen to this joyous band,
I don't have to piss and laugh, excuse me, the expression.
But frankly, I tell myself, and every time I tell myself, how do they do it?
Tac, tac, tac, tac, tac, tac, tac.
Every time it is answered, boom, boom, bool, flipper.
And every time I am the first customer of the big heads.
And I am the first to laugh while listening to the other big heads.
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Your treaty looks like what Ion said.
You asked intimate questions.
Yes, it's like you.
You were super macho, in any case.
No, but I participated.
I had the chance to participate in a very, very nice show.
It's very nice that I had to do it again soon.
It was a show that he had every morning with Jean-Michel Zéka in July
and with Stéphane Rothenberg in August.
It was a question where we had to talk,
tell a little extraordinary stories.
Well, I was in relation to sports.
And there, we had a lot of fun.
And otherwise, a lot of Brittany, Brittany, Brittany.
And then from a very beautiful place in Brittany.
The sea, the rest, it was fantastic.
He was doing good?
No, he didn't.
I love the rain, I love the rain, I love the gray.
I love my dream, you know, Rachel.
We're friends.
It's Sunday, November 25.
In Brittany, a desert beach.
It's raining, it's cold, we have the kawaii.
We go in, we put the pyjama, we take the...
You know, the hot chocolate.
You love the winter period.
I love winter.
Not that, Rachel, you don't like it.
I prefer the sun.
The question that everyone asks themselves.
No, no, no.
I still didn't find anyone.
I was still a celebrity, I didn't have the slightest contact.
I didn't even have a touch, I didn't even have someone to see.
I have nothing.
Do you repeat during the day that you have five children?
You're going to have to do something.
Sometimes, do we have a time when we can have five children?
No, it's complicated, we can do three.
We can do triplets, we can do quadruplets.
Can you imagine if I could have triplets?
You put it on that, actually.
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How do you put triplets?
The most important thing is to really find this team.
And I love the arrival of Marc-Antoine Lebray.
I'm fanatic of Marc-Antoine Lebray.
You know him before...
We wrote on Instagram, because he's in the same area as me.
He comes from Armour, like me, from the North.
And really, there are...
50 boards between the two villages.
And so it's someone who often goes to Brittany, too.
And then he did an extraordinary show, of course,
Mask Singer, where he played the role of two characters,
Shanta Lettsu and someone else.
It's someone who has genius, for me, it's really genius.
And so, I think it's a formidable recruit for the big sevens.
In a few days, the World Cup of Rugby will start.
Fantastic.
You're going to follow it on RTL, on the team too?
Yes, because I'm really fanatic of Rugby.
And there, we have an absolutely extraordinary team in France.
I think it's going to start on March, Friday, September 8.
Next week, France, New Zealand, the State of France.
We can't better start.
I have the impression that we could live a kind of France,
1998, Bissou.
I think that the country can be inflamed.
I really think that this team has everything for us,
to really make us climb the curtain.
And really, I think we're going to live a collective adventure.
An incredible collective adventure.
I saw that Laurent, he offered places for the quarterfinals
at the State of France, to an audience.
But I really think we're going to live something crazy.
We have incredible players, never been ready.
Really, Rachel, I think we'll be in October,
after the final, on the Champs-Élysées, to celebrate.
Because this team is promised to make us dream.
Frankly, we have such a playful team.
It's not just Antoine Dupont, obviously,
who will put him to play,
who is the Chief of Orchestre, who is extraordinary.
Yes, we lost a Tamate, who is number 10,
who was the half of Varture.
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But I think you see, we've only won for years.
We have an absolutely incredible collective spirit.
And above all, we want to vibrate, I think the country needs to vibrate.
And then I hope there will be questions about Rugby during this World Cup.
Let's start, especially maybe the next day,
the match of the French team.
We'll meet again with Rachel very soon,
for the Debrief of Degrosset,
of the day.
Goodbye, see you very soon, kiss, goodbye, thank you, goodbye.
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